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Decoupling passive (thermal Brownian
#biosurfaces2017
movement) and active movement (ATP
dependent: cell migration, vibration of cell
membrane) in life at the microscale.
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Human Intestinal Organoids (HIOs) - delivered in mucosal colonic wounds
Colonoscopy trial in mice
HIOs in
solution

Chris Lorentz

Optical tweezers
+ models

FN fibrillogenesis analised with simulations
MA SAMS vs EA SAMS
What is the cause of the difference?

parameters of
active forces!

HIOs in synthetic gels improve healing / engraftment (4 weeks)
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Novel family of focal adhesion proteins
Kank–2 induces integrin slippage
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Dehydration of
the head group
of EA-SAMS by
extra CH2 group?

Laure Forel
Layer-by-layer bioactive films - poly(L-lysine) + Hyaluronan
Different presentation modes of GFs: bound BMP-2 vs soluble BMP-2
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Anders Lundgren

Binding of fimbriated bacteria as a system to test non specific binding
biofilm on medical devices

clinical problem
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Ralf Richter

E. coli

test attachment to
nanosylated nanoparticles
adhesion force measured by
force spectroscopy (AFM)

different
proteins / domains

Multivalent probes to
discriminate
surfaces by
receptor density

With
antibodies

flat AFM tip
hyaluronan
chain (1MDa)

Viola Vogel

Stretching of ECM fibers regulates biological processes. How? Cells stretch the ECM , binding sites are
turned on and off by forces, binding sites are made accessible or destroyed by stretching.
FN is the first provisional ECM assembled by fibroblasts.
New tools to probe the ECM at the tissue level

bacterium

From bacteria - FN BP5 peptide

Peter Jonsson

threshold
density

Hydrodynamic trap - When the flow is turned off the
molecules diffuse back
pipette

Peptide probes that specifically target FN and
can distinguish between relaxed & stretched FN
domains

high shear forces near
the trap tip
molecules on
surface

Relaxed FN fiber
mouse model
Staining of
relaxed fibers
in tumor

SPECT
injected
FnBP5

flow

lipid bilayer
surface

use the trap to measure
intermolecular interaction,
different/specific for every protein
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Tom Barker
High mortality in pulmonary chronic fibrosis, no known
cure, transplants often develop fibrosis in a few years
Fibroblasts pathway (cycle?) to fibrosis
A model of
resident
recruitment?
environmental
fibroblast
mechanics promoting
fibrogenesis
mechanical
stress?
better known
mechanics

Fibroblastic foci in the lung

soft, non-linear elastic, identified by the lack of Thy-1 expression
FN rich substrate
their focal adhesions
respond differently to
Thy-1 negative fibroblasts display
applied forces (less Fyn)
activated state in soft matrix
lymphocyte
adhesion
rolling and
endothelial tethering
cells

firm adhesion

diapedesis
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FN conformation by FRET
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Collagen / HAP nanoparticles - mimicking the protein-mineral
interface of bone
Effect of HAP surface roughness
Mechanical
Biochemical signals
conformation
forces
FRET

Mechanobiology

compact
extended

flat surfaces – more unfolded FN,
more VEGF secretion

unfolded

rough surfaces – more compact FN,
low VEGF secretion

Catherine Berry
Multicellular spheroids with magnetic levitation, nanoparticles (200 nm)
MSCs - spheroids maintain potency
good viability, MSC markers ( STRO-1, Nestin)
mantained after 14 days, no proliferation

Maria Garcia-Parajo
Cell adhesion in
the immune system
Role of nano clustering in
integrin activation,
organisation of molecules in
relation to function
stronger adhesion bonds
(clustering) in shear / flow

MSCs spheroids used in wound healing scratch
assay on a fibroblast / osteoblast monolayer

magnet
MSCs spheroid
insert
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endothelial
cells
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Well in a
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collagen I

3D model for the bone
marrow niche

assays - migration to wound
site and markers (Runx-2,
osteopontin) for osteoblast
differentiation / healing
Interleukin 6 (IL-6) identified as migration
cue from scratched monolayers, both in
osteoblast and chondrocyte monolayers
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Xavier Trepat
Groups of epithelial cells are able to follow/migrate in
gradients of ECM stiffness, more efficiently than
single cells.

Ciro Chiappini
Nanoneedles: functional nanomaterials
for intracellular interaction
-

Tumor progression requires the co-evolution of
carcinoma and stromal cells – Carcinoma Associated
Fibroblasts (CAFs)
carcinoma
spheroid

about 5um in height
density and tip shape can
be tailored
quick biodegradation from <
1 day to around a week
use modes: as a substrate
(nanoneedles on bottom) or
nanoneedles on top.

peroxiredoxin 3
ring stacks

adding an iron particle
(200 Fe atoms per ring)
in the core for function

Cathepsin B

carcinoma
associated
fibroblast

fluorescence for
cancer marker

Co-assembly with block
copolymers Ps-b-PEO

Marta Bally
cell surface mimics & surface based
sensing
herpes
simplex virus

E-cadherin (cancer cell) / N-cadherin (fibroblast)
junctions mediate force transmission between cells.
This junction also allows cancer cells to polarize
CAFs and make them to start migrating.
Yukiko Matsunaga
Bead based
tissue engineering
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biophysical stimuli
biosensing
Jenny Malmström
gene delivery
Assembly of biology inspired materials
electrical interfacing

Microtumor and
vascular/vessel
model on a chip.
Very ingenious!
Useful to test
anti-angiogenic
therapies

artificial
cell coat
GAGs

HS
virus

GAG immobilization

TEM & AFM
of samples

platform to test
antivirals
lipid bilayers & native cell
membrane proteins
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